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Background and objectives
Even though it has many advantages, living in a city is associated with high incidence of mental disorders, such as major
depression, anxiety disorders, and schizophrenia. It has been suggested that urban upbringing is the most important
environmental factor for developing schizophrenia. Therefore, it is essential to understand how exposure to urban and
natural environments affects mental health and the brain. The amygdala, a brain region related to stress and
schizophrenia, has been shown to be more activated during a stress task in urban compared to rural dwellers.
Nevertheless, intervention studies are needed to demonstrate causal effects of natural and urban environments on stressrelated brain mechanisms.
Process and methods (for empirical research)
To address this question, we conducted an intervention study investigating effects of a 60-minute walk in urban (busy
street in Berlin) vs. natural environment (forest) on brain activity in regions associated with stress. Amygdala activation
was measured in 63 healthy participants, before and after the walk, using fMRI stress paradigms.
Main results (or main arguments in the case of critical reviews)
As predicted, the findings reveal that amygdala activation remains stable after the walk in urban environment, whereas it
decreases after the walk in nature.
Implications for research and practice/policy | Importance and originality of the contribution
To our knowledge, this is the first study to demonstrate causal effects of acute exposure to a natural vs. urban
environment on stress-related brain regions, disentangling positive effects of nature from negative effects of city. The
results strongly argue in favor of salutogenic effects of nature as opposed to urban exposure causing additional stress.
This study suggests that going for a walk in nature can have salutogenic effects for stress-related brain regions, and in
turn act as a preventive measure against developing a mental disorder. Understanding how urban and natural
environments affect stress-related neural mechanisms aims to influence urban design policies to create more green areas
and adapt urban environments in a way that are beneficial for citizens’ mental health.
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